Dealing with difficult patients

How do we care for our more awkward patients without giving in to their demands and having to care for them too much? Mhari Coxon finds out how to strike the balance.

I have a patient who I am very fond of, but our appointment always starts the same way. He will walk in to the room and immediately announce that I am going to be annoyed with him and disappointed at the state of his mouth. Hackles raised, I calmly reply that no, I won’t be annoyed or disappointed with him, as it is his health not mine.

He sometimeseven says: “I know what you are going to say, that you are not cross with me, but it must be disappointing to have a patient like me.” After unclenching my jaw, I reply that if thereis any disappointment, it is because you feel so guilty at letting me down.

After a few minutes of this, he usually says: “Yes, I know it is not mine. It’s not mine.”

We have to guide them to a state of awareness of a need to change before we can begin to introduce choices for them.

As a highly intelligent lawyer, he is used to fighting his corner and I have not found a way of breaking this cycle we have fallen into. We discussed it after our last appointment and he said it was his own need to succeed at everything that led him to be hard on himself about his own hygiene. So, after our last maintenance session a few weeks ago I have been looking into ways of dealing with this cycle so we can both progress and I can keep my blood pressure down.

How to deal with difficult patients

I am loathe to use this as a heading, because I am so fond of this patient and his family. But, it is a tiring start to the day (he is always an 8am patient) and if I can make it easier for both of us, it would be good. I also believe the only way we can make progress is to stop this cycle. So here are a few tips we should avoid:

- Don’t take difficult patients’ behaviour personally. It is often habitual and affects most people with whom they come in contact. This does not mean they
are not worth having as a patient.
• Don't try to cater to them. Appeasing difficult people can feed their insatiable appetite for more. It can lead to what we call a “black-hole client” who will suck all your energy during their visits for very little return. (I bet you are thinking of one now!)
• Don't fight back or try to beat them at their own games. They have been practicing their skills for a lifetime, and you're an amateur. Sometimes not responding at all and changing the subject can work very well with this.

Finally and most importantly I think:
• Don't try to change them. You can only change your responses to their behaviour. While a patient is going through the motions, they will not be responsive to any attempts to change their behaviour. We have to guide them to a state of awareness of a need to change before we can begin to introduce choices for them.

Dealing with overly aggressive people
Thankfully this is not a daily occurrence in most practices, but it is very unpleasant for those facing it. Abuse of staff should not be tolerated and the principal should always side with their staff in this situation. The best solution, however, is to avoid the confrontation completely.

Stand up to them, but don't fight. Overly aggressive people expect others to either run away from them or react with rage. Your goal is simply to assertively express your own views, not try to win a battle of right and wrong.

First, wait for the person to run out of some steam. Sometimes writing down their complaint is a good way of defusing them. Then call the person by name and assert your own opinions with confidence.

There are many other types of negative behaviour that we can stop with good patient-management skills.

It is helpful to go on courses from time to time to enable us to deal effectively with this type of issue and it improves our complaints-handling skills if we are all aware of how we deal with certain situations. Ursula Markham's book How to Deal with Difficult People is great. You could read it and discuss it as a group, with clear outcomes and a chance to feedback. What's more, you will have completed verifiable CPD, as well as making your working environment easier.

So, next time you look at your day list and see a name that makes you groan, think of how you can break the cycle, so they do not get the result they desire, which stops the behaviour that can be so draining. Go on; give it a go – it just might make your day.
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